
From left: Geoff Thomas, Di Born, Ian Abraham, Pam Fullarton, David Mealor, Richard Ellis, 

Eddie Dolan, Marg Filmer, Claire Pope, Judy Brooks, Greg Ferris and Shirley Willis. Absent: 

Trevor Morris, Nick Cirocco. 

Open singles: Trevor Morris - Nick Cirocco 

Nick Cirocco (left) & Trevor Morris  

Nick Cirocco 

The ever reliable Bob Gilby was already there vacuuming the green and ditches, another  

wonderful job as usual Bob. 

After arriving at the club at 9am in time to prepare the rinks, I could tell it was going to be an ideal 

morning for the four finals scheduled to play.  

The weather was all but perfect, comfortable temperature with just the slightest hint of a breeze. 

No excuses today.  

It was not meant to be, Trev scored one in the last 

end of the second set to tie the set and win the 

match one set to love.  

9.30am saw the start of the 

‘Open Singles’.  

Trevor Morris (who has already 

won the 100up Championship) 

was up against another great 

draw bowler in Nick Cirocco.  

After the up and back the first 

set commenced.  

Trevor flew out of the blocks with 

a 6-love start after two ends and 

we knew he meant business.  

After eight of the nine ends were played Trev had 

an uncatchable lead and took out the first set.  

The second set started similarly as the first but this 

time Nick settled and managed to win five ends in 

a row to put him back in the game.  

Congratulations Trevor. 



Ladies Pairs: Claire Pope & Judy Brooks - Pam Fullarton & Di Born 

Mixed pairs: Shirley Willis & Ian Abraham -  Marg Filmer & Geoff Thomas 

Shirley Willis & 

Ian Abraham 

Claire Pope (left) & 

Judy Brooks 

Claire Pope 

Di Born (left) & 

Pam Fullarton Di Born 

Marg Filmer 

Marg Filmer & 

Geoff Thomas 

Well done to all four ladies. 

This was one of those typical games 

where the final score did not reflect the 

quality of the match.  

Claire and Judy got off to a great 

start and were never headed.  

Many great bowls were delivered by all 

players and the spectators would all 

agree it was a great match to watch but 

the spoils went to Claire and Judy as 

they persistently kept winning more ends 

than Pam and Di.  

Spectators were treated to an extremely 

exciting game.  

This was a game where the tide 

changed midway through the match.  

Bowling well and winning seven of the 

first eight ends creating a ten shot lead.  

Then the tide changed. Shirley and Ian managed 

to catch the incoming wave and they surfed it all 

the way back to shore.  

They proceeded to win six of the last seven ends.  

Commencing the last end Marg and Geoff were holding to 

a one shot lead.  

They just needed to win the end to win the 

match but the momentum was with Shirley 

and Ian and they scored a two on the last end 

to snatch victory by one shot.  

Marg and Geoff seemed to have 

everything under control.  

Commiserations to Marg and Geoff and well done to 

Shirley and Ian.  



Men’s pairs: Eddie Dolan & David Mealor - Richard Ellis & Greg Ferris 

Ann Thomas, Mary  

Feddersen & Sue Sanders. 

Thanks and appreciation to our 

hardworking volunteers (umpire, 

bar & kitchen staff, greenkeeper, 

measurer and championship  

coordinators). 

Our traditional scrumptious, light and fluffy 

scones were served for morning tea and 

gratefully appreciated by all.  

Tom Lycett 

Generally there’s an odd one or two shout out for  

a measurer but not this time; Tom Lycett was kept busy as “Tom” 

was yelled out for from across all rinks at different times to measure 

this or that. Well done Tom! 

Eddie Dolan 

David Mealor (left) 

& Eddie Dolan 

Greg Ferris (left) 

& Richard Ellis 

Congratulations to David and Eddie. 

Another one of those games where the 

score did not reflect the quality of the 

match.  

Fourteen ends only needed to be played 

but in those ends, nine were just single 

shots scored.  

A very tight match which only required 

someone to score a four or five to blow 

the game open but it was not to be.  

A couple of threes by David and Eddie 

and a succession of singles was 

enough to give then a runaway victory.  

It was another great game to watch.  

The Bowls Committee extends special thanks to our championship coordinators, for their time 

and effort in organising and managing our club championship events. Thank you Shirley Willis and 

Bob Cecchi.  

Reported by Bob Cecchi 


